The situation with Conservatism is that there is an emerging movement now "Against" it from within, the main claim of which is the claim that Conservatism doesn't really Conserve any traditional American Value. And that is a correct assessment. It hasn't been for a very long time, and it doesn't even remotely serve that purpose.

The weakness of "Conservatism" to manage to defend its own values boils essentially to the reality that "Conservative" values have never been taken seriously on their own, but as part of a Christianity based matrix of ideologies, that people believe that the main ideas themselves that people like about Conservatism, do originate.

The premise that one needs "Christianity" to define their values, is the premise that one is a retard who cannot think for themselves, which is the same premise of the Talmud and Judaism - The "Jew" comes as a "Savior" to teach "Morals" to the Goyim [Animal in hebrew, slang for non-jews], or rather, enslave them through the creation of inferior, life hating, and alien values that are meant to cripple it, enslave it, and make it self-destruct.

We, the "non jews", had law, morals, justice, tens of thousands of years before jews. This includes family values, the values of the preservation of the Nation, Racial values, Religious values, legal system, courts, and everything else, long before even the jews conceived in the desert they were anything but a thieving desert tribe. The idea that any of this originates from jews is either due to intense stupidity, lack of education, or indeed, buying into Jewish propaganda, which has worked deliberately to erode historical perception and Truth, as per usual.

When we had centuries and thousands of years of these and building these, the jew only had a sack on his back with which he was going around Nations, trying to find the one which would have mercy on them, to take them in. The rest of the story is known in the Bible: infiltration, theft and hijacking, then the Nations that housed them collapsed. We can observe the pattern is being repeated to this very day. It happened in Rome and it happens now in the United States.

Before this, it was Assyria, and before this, Babylon. Defamation by jews ensued later, and we were told all these people were morbid beasts. As it always happens for whomever is slandered by jews, after the jews have a fight with them.
One can never have a civilization not enslaved by jews, if the above rectification and detachment is not created. The major aspect of who creates civilizations is the definition of values within a civilization. Roman, Ancient Greek, Ancient Egyptian, Ancient Germanic, and endless others, ancestors, knew all of this pretty well. They defined their own values. We live in a jews controlled era because the jews managed to win a battle against the above in moral building within our civilization.

Giving the jews the highest level of influence in your civilization, and then pretending one is against them on a political level, can be three things only: Retarded, blindsided or weak, or plain hypocritical.

The analogy here is having a legal system run by jews, and complaining about the fact they are legislating jewish laws. The loop never closes, as most people look on the symptom, and not the cause. Even the jews running the legal system is only a mere symptom of a deeper and far more deliberate infiltration and mental control of the populace: Christianity.

Going into panels and talking about political issues, complaining about finances, financial collapse, degenerate behavior promoted by jews, or the media, or pop culture, and crying that the jews infest your Nations to replace you with random invasive foreigners, isn't going to work, as much as adding ointment to a skin condition that is related to a deeper nutritional problem gets fixed by the ointment.

In plain, if one consumes as a culture jewish propaganda with an open mouth, complaining about the symptoms of it, isn't going to fix anything.

Assessing the question of jewish power is at the highest level a disarming of the jews on the level where they have the control, and that is the moral and religious definition they have within our societies. Ironically, this is far easier than removing their financial or any other power, and will just make them collapse or free popular judgement on them, rendering all other influence they have, pointless.

In other words, it all begins with a mistake, and that mistake, is accepting Christian morality, which is Jewish morality, as part of one's National morality. Christianity being a proto source of Communism, however one decides to bend it, and to lie about it, and to even go as far as to pretend it's not created by Jews, one will always be confronted with the following eggs that support of the main Christian moral paradigm creates, namely:
1. The foundations of "Equality for all", "We are all human beings", and other strange morals which later result in political Communism.
2. Ironically, at the same time as promoting the above, values such as ultimate power of Jews and justified despotism and slavery by jews are justified by the Bible. One lives after all only in some strange jewish dreamland, when one is under ((("God")))
3. Acceptance to what is deadly and culturally foreign. For one, Europeans believing in a jew from the levant and all the related nonsensical story, is nothing European or Gentile in particular.
4. Jews always in the end take over a civilization, as after all, they are being literally worshipped in Christianity as the "Chosen people". This desert dwelling failure of a people is perceived as "holy", "pious", "chosen by god" and other retarded propaganda is told about them, so eventually a civilization will open itself up to spiritual, intellectual, material, and other forms of domination such as political and financial domination. Given this context and without delving into any metaphysical analysis, this should already be enough to show the point of failure: Christianity is based on Judaism and is an inherently Jewish faith. How it clothes itself is of no importance, and the end results of Christianity are already the same. Zionist Conservatives and all other movements of kissing Israeli butts as part of "National Policy" is nothing but an extension of the Christian dogma. The Christian dogma is for one to live and humiliate themselves until a jews Rabbi arrives to come and "Save" them from the impurity of being born non-jews.

The above psychological mentality, added the metaphysical means which of course most people would deny, will always set and reset the precedent for jewish domination against society. People will be too weak and too "Christianized" to deal with the jews. This is why you see jews like Ben Saphiro with a smirk when they say that they love "Having Good Christian Neighbors", as much as a slave master loves to have great and brainless indoctrinated slaves.

Christianity is nothing more than a program of mental, spiritual, and cultural domination created by jews, that indeed is centered around worship of jews. Setting this as religious precedent and ruling authority within a Nation just inevitably opens it up to eternal jewish domination.

This is why the Founding Fathers of the United States did not make a "Christian" Nation in any constitution, but rather founded a Nation away from this. And the danger of a mentally clean Nation from the jewish mental fungus of Christianity, scared the jews to such an extent, that they considered it a moral duty to overrun everything in regards to religious freedom and re-impose Christianity on the American masses.
The metapolitical framework of the Communist messages of Christianity, does also create the fertile ground for assimilation of all values, nihilism about one's country, accepting foreigners, crowning jews as one's rulers, denying science and scientific advances, and in general gives birth to civilization destructive perils left and right, without an end. The metapolitical framework of Jewish domination, readily accepted by Christianity as a foundation and rock of Christianity, towards a society and everything it has on the benefit of jews, creates things like excessive and brutal plutocracy run by jews, or jews running the spiritual institutions of a Nation, or other cultural problems.

Clearly, as it's with Jews, it doesn't matter what jew you support, the left of the right jew, the rebel rabbi or the normal one, you ought to have a bad deal, because, with jews, you lose. Christianity is just part of the Good Cop / Bad Cop routine within Judaism, and nothing else.

Anyone with a medium IQ and a mentally free disposition should have been able to see this. The reason people do not see this readily is because of brainwashing, in particular, since infancy. Yes, this type of brainwashing about a Rabbi named Jesus since one was in the crib, and how this thing is somehow a very good thing for civilization, because of the feelings of a brainwashed person. Facts all point elsewhere.

It doesn't take much to comprehend that all these "Christian" stuff is of no importance to us Europeans. It was imposed to us by the sword of the brainwashed serfs and jewish masses, for centuries on end.

One is not only not "Conserving" anything with "Christianity" in the middle, but seeding the seeds for constant repeat of the same mental illness that created all the present problems and social imbalances in the first place.

This is why Conservatism cannot and does not "Conserve" anything. You cannot set a sail with a ship with a giant hole and question why it drowns, and then only hope to re-launch the ship with the same giant hole. This is also why, unless "Conservatism" changes radically, it will not protect any value, but only accelerate society down the drain, and Leftism into empowerment.

You can't win against Jews unless you somehow win over the mental program they have installed on every brain, namely, Christianity. All other attempts to win a worldly victory will fail, so long the mind is taken over by the jew and his program, which will always nullify and paralyze anyone who makes a few steps towards betterment, at will. Conservatism may have tried to make a few good things, but the jew pulls out the controller, presses the button to paralyze the victim who has accepted their software, and one instantly loses.
Next time you see Ben Saphiro and his extolling marks about "Christianity" and "Lovely Christian Neighbors", think that this jew loves Christians for one reason: They are the useful slaves and blind fools created by his race. He loves his cattle, and promotes Christianity as much as possible to keep the farm growing.
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